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A paradise is not as it first appears to a love-stricken retired 
architect who travels to India only to find the reminders of a lost 
civilization in this debut literary novel. 

Yielding to an invitation from Rani, the elegant businesswoman he has just met, for 

  'two weeks of incredible sex', retired architect Arthur Howard has little idea of 

what lies in store for him when he makes an arduous journey to her home in a 

remote valley in  India. Leaving behind his stale marriage to younger wife, Ester, 

gives him little concern, as living with Rani   in this beautiful valley filled with quiet 

villages, tranquil lakes, tea plantations and crocus fields, appears to be a paradise where his every need is catered 

for and his attention is sought wherever he goes.  

But danger lies hidden there too. He discovers that Rani and everyone he meets are the remainder of an ancient 

civilization, often thought to be merely mythical and from his contact with them, he succumbs to an illness that keeps 

him bedridden for a long period  in a darkened room. He occasionally awakens after wild dreams and when unable to 

sleep, reminisces about early love affairs and worries about his failing relationship with Ester until he is, at times, unable 

to distinguish dreams from reality. 

Molly Fish by Jack McMasters is at once fantastic and human, reminding us that even by escaping to the farthest 

corners of the globe, they cannot run away from their problems. An entertaining and powerful novel, it is sure to keep 

readers guessing through the last page. 

About the author: After growing up on a farm in northeast Missouri, McMasters joined the United States Air Force after 

attending the University of Missouri where he was sent to High Wycombe, England. He currently resides in Norfolk with 

his wife. While researching Molly Fish, McMasters travelled to India where he competed in the Karma Enduro, a 2,000 

kilometer trek through the Western Ghats. He has previously published two short story collections, Iron(ing) Man and 

The Cucumber Murders and been featured by Škoda Magazine and the Eastern Daily Press. Molly Fish by Jack McMasters 

(published by Clink Street Publishing June 29th, 2017 in paperback and ebook RRP TBC) will be available to purchase 



from online retailers including Amazon and to order from all good bookstores.  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